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Defining the space between we and me.

A resourceful environment sets the stage for both we:space and me:space. Places where we work together 
or where we work privately. Creating the space between classifies be:space. BeSPACE provides elements of 
privacy that create quiet corners and limit distractions while inviting passive collaboration. This progressive 
lounge:work hybrid accommodates with casual comfort and warmth.
 
BeSPACE.
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BeSPACE

organic beauty

Artfully crafted with exposed edges, seemly upholstery, and molded ply to revive a mid-century look.
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BeSPACE
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fluid aesthetic

Purposeful design with refined elegance provides versatile solutions for public to private, formal to informal environments.
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architectural proportions

Beauty at every angle, complement modern interiors with crafted character and warmth.
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BeSPACE
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www.jsifurniture.com

Each piece of wood is unique, characterized with differences in color, grain configuration and texture.  
These characteristics are not considered defects and are easily detected with natural and light finishes.
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BeSPACE

Casegoods  Feature an integrated pull and soft close mechanism on drawers. Seating Available with optional contrasting upholstery. Technology 
Select surface or face mounted power and data units. Wire pass through and floor access standard on enclosed cabinets. Glass Freestanding tables 
are offered with a clear or smoke glass top option. Metal Select from soft nickel, stardust silver or matte black. Veneer Available in walnut and rift 
cut white oak with a clear coat finish. Door and drawer fronts available in paint.

Learn how BeSPACE can contribute to your sustainability goals by contacting your JSI Customer Service Team.
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